a square with useful
shops and2 toa12 place for
neighbourhood parties

space for friendly
workshops and
makeries to rear

walled garden for
socialising and growing
food

eating places and music venues build
the day and evening economy
bright residential
lobbies connect both
levels of ground
through the block

play-on-the-way
playground

bus stops
Freemason’s Road:
a high street with double
busyness and no backs
sloping street (gradient 1 in 21)
from bridge to square

productive space for
small businesses
around yards with
vehicle access

grand steps
existing lift tower greened
bus stop
bridge

kiosks on ramped
walkways with storage
and workspace under

fluorescent pink
pylon: a landmark
for Custom House

cosy cramped cafés to the east and
west offer big views sunrise and
sunset up and down the tracks

kiosks for friendly wayfinding
advice, and extension to the
exhibition at Excel; a drum
roll before you even get to
the door; a more vibrant and
interesting approach

drop off pick up

Excel west entrance

existing pool

sit on the slope, peoplewatching and impromptu
performance

sloping ground: a gentle walk
up to Excel

restaurant under new raised
ground with shaded terrace

adventure and
inclusive play

various intriguing boats leaving
views through to the water

Millions of split-second decisions drive footfall in the city, determining the fate of
a neighbourhood and its economy. At Custom House, global wealth is pouring into
a new area of city. Alongside it is an established community whose young people
need new opportunities. Our proposal leapfrogs some fairly small physical barriers
to build a more inclusive flowing city. This will help the Royal Docks to become an
authentic, joined-up piece of London, and enable Custom House to draw on old
skills and build new ones. It brings some of Excel’s prosperity across the tracks,
and gives the dockside an injection of city life from local people coming to play at
the water’s edge, where rebuilt piers and dockside restaurants draws in locals and
visitors.

In place of the meanest possible link bridge, our proposal creates a seamless
connectivity across the railways. There is a proper, generous approach down
into Custom House, and up to the stations and the dockside. A new ground
floats people across the tracks, lined with kiosks serving the themes of Excel’s
exhibitions, mixed in with lively, experimental pop-ups and well-loved regular pit
stops. The urbanism of the new Freemasons Quarter is fine-grained with plenty
of circular routes through small squares with canopies of trees delicately lit in
the evening. Mid-rise apartments sit above locally-run restaurants, cafes, social
enterprises, playspaces and shops, making Custom House one of London’s most
sought-after destinations.

non stop cafe

changing for pool
big family restaurant and steam rooms

transporter bridge: original
idea for gondola crossing
realised offering two ways to
cross above and below

Ash Sakula Architects

NEW GROUND AT CUSTOM HOUSE

pier for lounging and
docking small craft

swimming for the
hardy, changing
under Excel

